
A2 from Den Bosch (exit Strijp) 

At the end of the exit (Tilburgseweg) keep to the right (Limburgseplein), 

drive on until after the roundabout. At the first traffic light after the 

roundabout turn left (Hoogstraat). At the end of  Hoogstraat, which is at 

the next traffic light, turn right (Edenstraat). Then take the third street 

left (Jan Smitslaan), drive on until the T-crossing and turn left there 

(Stratumsedijk). Immediately turn right at the traffic light 

(Bilderdijklaan), get into the right-hand lane in order to go straight 

ahead. After the crossing, turn left immediately (Tongelresestraat). On 

the right, you see a green cast-iron gate in front of the apartment 

building (Methusalemplein). At the gate, ring the bell and please state 

your name and the person you have an appointment with.  

A2 from Maastricht or A67 from Venlo or Antwerp 

At junction Leenderheide follow direction ‘Centrum/Tongelre’. You 

enter Eindhoven at a roundabout. Keep driving straight ahead, 

cross the ring road and turn right into Sint Jorislaan at the fourth 

traffic light (the Park Theatre is on your left and the Sint Joris 

Church on your right). Turn left into Geldropseweg at the next 

traffic light. Turn right at the next traffic light (near sports shop 

Run-2-Day). On the right, you see a green cast-iron gate in front 

of the apartment building (Methusalemplein). At the gate, ring the 

bell of and please state your name and the person you have an 

appointment with.  

 

A50 from Nijmegen 

Upon entering Eindhoven follow the road (John F Kennedylaan) 

until the city centre. At the last traffic light (near the yellow 

bowling pins) turn right (Fellenoord). Get into the left lane, but you 

are only allowed to turn left at the second traffic light 

(Boschdijktunnel). At the traffic light go straight ahead 

(Emmasingel). After a gentle bend to the left go straight ahead at 

the traffic light (Keizersgracht) and get into the left lane in order to 

go straight ahead. Keep going straight ahead at the second traffic 

light (Wal). Then turn left at the second traffic light 

(Bilderdijklaan), where you have to keep the right-hand lane in 

order to go straight ahead. After the crossing, turn left immediately 

(Tongelresestraat). On the right you see a green cast-iron gate in 

front of the apartment building (Methusalemplein). At the gate, 

ring the bell and please state your name and the person you have 

an appointment with.  

 

To get to our office 

Upon leaving the car park you ring the bell of Turn Key Business 

Events bv again to open the gate. After leaving the car park, walk 

down the pavement immediately on your left (go left around the 

corner at the sports shop Run-2-Day). You see Turn Key Business 

Events bv on your left after the Indian restaurant. 

 

Route Description - Turn Key Business Events bv 
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